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Political Science

M. W. Armstrong

Editor of New Book
To be on TV

Dr. M. W. Armstrong, with the aid of Professor Lefferts Leitch of the Department of Political Science and Dr. Charles Anderson, secretary of the Political Science Honor Society, has completed a new book consisting of a selection of source readings in American political history. The book will be published by The Macmillan Company. The book, which will be dedicated to the 200th anniversary of the American Revolution, will be a chief contribution to the study of the present struggle for religious liberty.

Dr. Armstrong, who has received his master's and doctor's degrees from the University of Chicago and has been professor of political science at Harvard University, has previously been professor of political science at the University of Texas since 1947 and has been head of the political science department since 1951. He is also the author of The American Revolution, The American Constitution, and The American Political System.

To further celebrate the 250th anniversary of the Declaration of Independence, the book will be published on July 4, 1957. It will be available to the public on July 4, 1957. The book will be published by The Macmillan Company. The book will be a chief contribution to the study of the present struggle for religious liberty.

Ursinus College

Spring Play Given
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Award is Given

Chairley's Aunt played to three sold-out performances at the Ursinus College Student Union this past week-end. The laugh- ing audience was the first to applaud for award. The producer, Joe Donia, and the director, M. W. Armstrong, presented the play for the first time. The audience was the first to applaud for award. The producer, Joe Donia, and the director, M. W. Armstrong, presented the play for the first time. The audience was the first to applaud for award. The producer, Joe Donia, and the director, M. W. Armstrong, presented the play for the first time. The audience was the first to applaud for award. The producer, Joe Donia, and the director, M. W. Armstrong, presented the play for the first time. The audience was the first to applaud for award.
Less Room for More

The decision, which was made by the college’s men’s dormitories from “doubles” into “triples,” has been the object of much discussion during the past week. 

Many are the reasons why this change was brought about. It is not very far-fetched to realize that these changes are being brought about in order to permit an increase in dormitory facilities. 

In the past, the dormitory system has been a great advantage to the student. It has given them the opportunity to live with their classmates and to establish a close relationship with them. 

However, with the increase in the number of students, it has become necessary to find a new way of accommodating them. 

This is not to say that the dormitory system is not a good one. It is, but it has its limitations. 

One of the main limitations is the lack of space. 

There is a certain amount of crowding in the dormitory system. This is due to the fact that there are only a limited number of rooms available. 

Crowding is an inconvenience, if not a handicap. Also, our pupil-sons who wish to become members of Alpha Phi Omega, the campus’s new organization on the private pool at the conclusion of their social calendar. Social events have been at a minimum since the group’s main project was held in Bomberger Hall.

This project was proposed by the group’s main project. The project is directed toward the acquisition of more space for the college. 

To understand what Alpha Phi Omega is trying to do, it is necessary to understand the role of the college’s new organization, the Alpha Phi Omega. 

The college’s new organization, the Alpha Phi Omega, is a fraternal organization that is directed toward the acquisition of more space for the college. 

The fraternity has been in existence for many years, and it has been very active in its efforts to acquire more space for the college. 
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Brui Rackets Stop Drexel, PMC.

The Ursinus tennis team held its own against Drexel's Dragons last Wednesday and emerged victorious, five sets to three.

Captain Peter Jespersen started the team rolling by defeating Vincent Urich in the first singles match, 6-3 and 6-4. The Bear's Art Martella backed up Jespersen by soundly beating Frank DiMarino, 6-3 and 4-6.

Returning from an illness, sophomore Gene Morris routed the Dragons' Mike Fraker, 6-3 and 6-2, while senior Tom Ely broke out of his losing streak by beating Bob Rush, 6-3, 7-6 and 6-3.

In the number five singles match, Rudy Collins was topped by Scott Quattrini, 2-6 and 5-7, while Bob Gilgore fell under the winning streak of Rich Gervais, 6-3, 6-2.

The Ursinus men's tennis team is now 19-7 on the year.

Belles Top Garnets For Fifth Victory

The Belles added a fifth run to their ladder of victories last Monday by beating Juniata College, 6-2, with a 4-1 score from a four-and-a-half hour battle at West Chester.

The Belles outscored the Garnets, 6-2 on the mat, as Belles' Bliss Delp, 6-1, 6-2, and Ruth Heller defeated the Garnets' leadoff point producer. Those two stalwarts once again showed their consistency. Bliss took all the weighty events—the shot put, javelin, and the javelin.

Ruth, Donnelly Lead Attack

The big men in the Bruin attack—the Belles' leadoff point producer Ruth and Harry Donnelly—poured a strong hit in the last Wednesday, and crushed the Garnets.

The Belles scored 12 runs in the top of the first inning on their way to a 15-10 victory over Juniata.

On May 8 the Ursinus baseball team traveled to Bethlehem, Pa., to meet a fine Moravian team. The final score was 4-2, but the Ursinus boys finished out the season with a winning note.

Starting Paul Neberak found it tough sailing in the first inning as three runs were batted by the opponents. Playing on their home field, the Moravian boys pounded out a two run loss to the Ursinus lads.

The Bear's added a steady third, fourth and fifth inning, respectively, to claim a three run lead, 12-9.

Belles Crush CJC; Lose to W. Chester

The girls' softball team romped over Centennial at Mendenhall the other day, 10-0, and dropped West Chester the day before, 3-0 The Bears played two games on Saturday, and are anxious to meet the Belles again on Tuesday.

The Bears' score was 8-0 on Tuesday.

Belles' Sunday sweep ended Centennial's season at 8-1, and the team a close-three to Schwar...
When June rolls around
And you’re hometown bound,
For the best smoke you’ve found
Have a CAMEL!

It’s a psychological fix: Please helps your disposition.
If you’re a smoker, remember: More pure pleasure from CAMEL!

No other cigarette is so rich-tasting, yet so mild!

Men to Pick Rooms
Mon., Wed., Fri.

Room drawings for resident men will be held according to the following schedule:


Room drawings will be held at 2:00 p.m. in the Student Union Building.

Calculus Classes

S120, Sigma Rho Lambda, and a member of the band.

President
Hal Redepen, served his class last year as president. He is a member of Demas fraternity, of the "I" cabinet, and of the IFC.

Vice-President
Bill Conners was vice-president of the Class of 1956 last year. He is the corresponding secretary of Sigma Rho Lambda fraternity.

Secretaries

Aggie Watson was the secretary of her class last year. She is a member of Beta Sigma Lambda, of the "J" cabinet, and of the IFC.

President

Ben Honors was the president of his class in 1956-57. He is a member of Beta Sigma Lambda fraternity.

Vice-President

Merrill Anderson is a member of Delta Mu Sigma fraternity. He has been quite active in campus activities.

Secretary

Linda Brenner is a member of Sigma Rho Lambda franchise and a member of the "I" cabinet.

At the same meeting it was decided that the annual Chi Alpha outing would be held on the afternoon of May 19 at Camp Ferrybrook. Installation of the new officers will take place there on Vesper Hill, following conclusions and lunch. Members wishing to attend the annual Chi Alpha outing should meet at Vesper Hill at 2:00 p.m. on May 19.

When June rolls around
And you’re hometown bound,
For the best smoke you’ve found
Have a CAMEL!

It’s a psychological fix: Please helps your disposition.
If you’re a smoker, remember: More pure pleasure from CAMEL!

No other cigarette is so rich-tasting, yet so mild!